The mechanical (or magnetic) energy available in principle from convection in a fluid body with an adiabatic temperature gradient is shown to be related to the convective heat transport by the efficiency of an ideal thermodynamic engine working across the adiabatic temperature difference. The temperature gradient at any level within the core is presumed to take either the adiabatic value or the diffusive gradient corresponding to the heat flux at that level, whichever is less. Then the convective power is calculable in terms of the assumed distribution of heat sources, the values of thermal conductivity K and the thermodynamic Gri neisen ratio, r. Numerical results are presented for the case of heat sources uniformly distributed through the outer core, with r-1.15. These indicate that with K=28Wm-1 deg-1 (our preferred value) and an inner core temperature of 4000K the thermodynamic efficiency of core con-
Introduction
The basic solution to our problem was correctly stated by BULLARD and GELLMAN (1954) : "The ideal thermodynamic efficiency of the engine will be equal to the adiabatic difference between the top and bottom of the core divided by the temperature. This will be about 110.
This statement assumes that all of the heat which drives the convection is derived from the 'bottom' of the core, but it is a simple matter to set up the integral appropriate to a uniformly distributed heat source without affecting the principle of the statement. It also ignores the conducted heat flux, which can contribute nothing to dynamo energy, and so refers only to the efficiency with which the convected heat flux can drive the dynamo. The statement was not elaborated and its necessary validity appears not to have been recognised in some subsequent work.
The most recent discussions of the problem are by VERHOOGEN (1973) and MALKUS (1973) . Verhoogen considered the efficiency to be unknown but supposed it to be 1% or less. Malkus examined the consequences of supposing that the outer core consisted of a suspension of particulate solid iron in liquid, al-lowing convective motions in a temperature gradient which would be subadiabatic for a single-phase medium, but concluded that for the special case of a completely liquid core with negligible diffusive heat flux but a uniformly distributed heat source, the efficiency was no more than a quarter of that of a Carnot engine working between the temperatures of the upper and lower boundaries of the outer core. We disagree with both of these conclusions and the first purpose of our paper is to reassert the validity of the Bullard-Gellman statement.
That a convective engine can in principle operate with ideal efficiency implies thermodynamic reversibility of convection. To emphasise the reasonableness of this we preface our analysis by presenting a simple convective cycle which is also a Carnot cycle. Consider a medium, as in Fig. 1 , in which the vertical temperature gradient (dT/dz) is everywhere adiabatic, but there is also a horizontal gradient (dT/dx), so that isotherms are inclined to the horizontal. Then convective motion of material around the cycle ABDEA includes two adiabatic paths, BD and EA, and two isothermal paths, AB (in equilibrium with a heat source at temperature T1) and DE (in equilibrium with a heat sink at temperature T2). This is a simple Carnot cycle and the mechanical work done by the convecting material is (T1-T2)/T1 times the heat input along the path AB (or (T1-T2)/T2 times the heat output along DE). We are of course interested in the special case in which the horizontal temperature gradient is small, (and the temperature difference between rising and falling convective columns is small) so that the heat source is effectively the lower boundary and the heat sink is the upper one, but the treatment which follows allows us to discuss the principle of thermodynamic efficiency of a convective engine in a more general way.
To apply to the core our conclusion regarding the convective heat transport we must allow also for the diffusive heat transport. As follows from the Wiedemann-Franz relationship, the electrical conductivity of the core implies a substantial thermal conductivity K; STACEY (1972) used our preferred value of electrical resistivity (3X10-6Sam-GARDINER and STACEY, 1971) , to deduce a thermal conductivity K=28Wm-ldeg-1 at 3400K and this value is here taken as representative of the outer core. It gives a diffusive heat flux of 2.5 x 1012W down the adiabatic temperature gradient at the core-mantle boundary. This is greater than any plausible non-radiogenic heat source (latent heat of a solidifying inner core (VERHOOGEN, 1961) or dissipation of rotational energy by precessional torques (MALKUS, 1963 and 1968) ), so that the assumption that a large part of the core is convectiog, and therefore supports a gradient not less than adiabatic, appeals to a radioactive content of the core, releasing perhaps as much as 1O13W. This is in line with the geochemical argument (GOLE5, 1969; HALL and MURTHY, 1971; LEwis, 1971 ) that potassium is associated with sulphur in the fluid, outer core. We here assume it to be uniformly distributed through the outer core, but to be absent from the inner core.
The possibility that a geodynamo may operate in a stably stratified (subadiabatic) core was examined by GUBBINS (1971, 1972) who concluded that it may be so. If indeed the oscillatory precessional torques exerted on the core by the mantle generate internal waves within the core, of a form capable of acting as a dynamo, then thermal calculations, including those presented here, are irrelevant. However, quite apart from the question of detailed mechanism, the existence of a density contrast within the outer core suitable for internal wave propagation appears doubtful. We therefore favour the conventional view that overturn of core material accompanies the threedimensional motion required for dynamo action whether the overturn is driven by convection or by precession, and therefore that the temperature gradient is at least adiabatic in a large part of the outer core.
The Convective Engine in an Adiabatic Layer
Once we have set up a convective engine in which the working material undergoes a cycle which is reversible in the thermodynamic sense, the fact that its efficiency has the ideal (Cannot) value may appear obvious. However, this is not sufficient to demonstrate that the work done is usable in geodynamo action.
We therefore calculate directly the work done by flotation forces. Then if the fluid motion is restrained magnetohydrodynamically, i. e. it extends magnetic field lines and intensifies a magnetic field in the conducting fluid, the work done by the flotation forces is converted to magnetic energy and we are calculating the efficiency of convection as a mechanism for dynamo action. (This approach is a convenient way of dealing with the more general problem of convection in a medium with an arbitrary temperature gradient, which we hope to use later in a discussion of mantle convection.)
Consider the convective motion of a mass element m in a fluid layer in which an adiabatic gradient is maintained between temperatures T1 on the lower boundary and T2 on the upper boundary, as in Fig. 2 . This is a more rigorous version of the argument used by STACEY (1967) . To make it clear that the convective cycle is reversible we imagine heat 4Q1 to be supplied to the mass element as it moves between points A and B on the diagram, makinE contact of a mass element m in a fluid layer with an adiabatic gradient. Heat 4Q1 is added along the path AB, causing a temperature rise 4T1 above the local ambient value Ti, so that thermal expansion of the mass element gives rise to a flotation force. The work done by the element as it rises from B through C to D is calculated, noting that the temperature increment relative to the surrounding ambient material is not constant but decreases with adiabatic decompression. The element then loses its excess heat along the path DE and completes the cycle by adiabatic compression EFA in the ambient gradient T2 to Ti, so that no further mechanical work is done.
6Q from graded heat source EQ2 into graded heat sink with a graded heat source, with which it is in equilibrium at each point. However, we are concerned with the case of 4Q1 and the consequent temperature rise 4T, being small, so that the graded source serves only to emphasise the reversibility of the process and is not essential to the argument. But, the heating is accomplished at constant pressure, so that if the specific heat (per unit mass) under these conditions is C pl, then dQ1=mCp1T1
(1)
The element expands upon heating and so experiences a flotation force F, under the influence of which it rises from B to D. At an arbitrary point C on this limb of the cycle F=madTg (2) where g is gravitational acceleration, a is volume expansion coefficient and dT is the temperature increment of the mass element relative to its surroundings at the same level, all of which parameters are, in general, functions of height. It is this flotation force which is able to do external work (overcome viscous forces or deform the magnetic field lines hydromagnetically).
The work done in rising from B to D is thus where r is height (or radius within the earth).
To evaluate the integral we need to know the variation of T with r, for which we take the adiabatic gradient. Then numerical integration of Eq. (4), which is most conveniently carried out using a constant value for Gruneisen's ratio, yields a value for the efficiency, z=dWeQ1, coinciding with the Carnot value. But a simpler, analytic result follows directly from reversibility of the horizontal limbs of the convective cycle. We can consider a shortened convective cycle ABCFA. Limbs BC and FA are adiabats, so that the entropy changes on limbs AB and CF must be equal and opposite, i.e. 
and therefore from Eqs. (7) and (9) 1112 I,
which is the ideal thermodynamic efficiency. We emphasise that this result has been obtained by a direct integration of the flotation force of the convectioe motion and therefore gives the power which is available to do work against constraints to fluid motion. The mechanical power available from convection is evidently converted to magnetic energy with very high efficiency. FRAZER (1973) hypothesised a simple conversion to kinetic energy, but as BULLARD and GELLMAN (1954) pointed out the geomagnetic field energy is enormously greater than the kinetic energy of core motion, which is a reflection of the fact that the electromagnetic constraint to core motion is strong (and would rapidly stop the motion if it were not continuously maintained). The viscous drag can be neglected. Thus the thermodynamically derived energy is converted with virtually 100% efficiency to magnetic energy.
Temperature Profile in a Core with a Distributed Heat Source
If the total heat generation within the core, Q0, is distributed uniformly through the outer core, i.e, between radii r1=1250km and r2=3500km, then the heat flux through any level r (in equilibrium with the heat generation within r) is (11) If this heat is more than sufficient to support an adiabatic temperature gradient at r, then we presume that convection occurs at that level, maintaining the gradient at the adiabatic value (Eq. 8) and transporting convectively the difference between the total heat and that part which is carried up by conduction.
On the other hand if the heat Q(r) is insufficient to support the adiabatic gradient then the gradient assumes the diffusive value, given by Q(r)=42rr2Kall (12) If the ratio Qo/K is insufficiently large, no convection occurs at all. For larger values, the diffusive regime applies out to a certain radius, r, at which (dT/dr) by Eq. (12) equals the adiabatic value, and outside this radius convection maintains the adiabatic gradient. Integration of the diffusive gradient from T l at r1 to Tat r<r0 gives (13) which determines the temperature T at r 0 relative to T1. Then at radii between r and r2 the adiabatic gradient gives temperatures
T=TexprYP9dr (14) where p is density, KS is the adiabatic incompressibility, as tabulated for several earth models, and r is the thermodynamic Gruneisen parameter, defined by
The validity of the numerical results presentedd here depends, among other things, on the reliability of the estimate of r, we here assume r-1.15 for the core, as obtained from a new analysis (IRVINE and STACEY, to be published), more rigorous than any hitherto. It now appears that Gruneisen's ratio has become one of the least uncertain parameters of the core. The numerical values of temperature given in Table 1 (for several assumed values of the ratio Q0/K) are uncertain to the extent that they depend upon an insecure temperature estimate of 4000K at the boundary of the inner core (a compromise between the estimates of STACEY (1972), using data by HIGGINS and KENNEDY (1971) and USSELMAN (1974) ). However, the ratio of the temperatures at any two levels depends only upon the value of r and so is regarded as secure and since thermodynamic efficiencies (of convected heat) depend only upon temperature ratios, they are not subject to the uncertainty in absolute temperature.
Temperature profiles calculated from Eqs. (13) and (14), using HBl earth model data (HADDON and BULLEN, 1969) , are given in Table 1 for four assumed values of QO/K. The demarcation between inner (diffusive) and outer (convective) regimes is indicated in each case by the horizontal line. The transition from an entirely diffusive regime to a substantially connective one occurs over a fairly narrow range in Qo/K. Assuming Ku=28Wm-deg-1, no convection occurs for Qo<2.5 X 102W, but for Qo=3 X 1012W the outer core convects over more than half of its depth. This is because the adiabatic gradient is a function of depth, decreasing inwards primarily by virtue of the decrease in g, almost compensating for the decrease in heat flux.
Efficiency of Core Convection
At any level r(>rc) the net convective heat flux, obtained as a difference between the total and diffusive fluxes, is (16) so that the heat from a layer dr at r which is convectively transported up to the core-mantle boundary is obtained by differentiating Eq. (16): (17) The convective power available from this heat is therefore dW-112dQc (18) and the total power available from the whole core can be obtained by numerical integration of Eq. (18), giving the efficiency as (19) in terms of the single parameter QO/K. Numerical values of are plotted in Fig. 3 .
Conclusion
Basically there are two alternative suppositions as to the thermal regime of the core. One is that it is stably stratified and therefore perhaps not far from isothermal and that the geomagnetic dynamo is driven by some oscillatory mechanism, such as precession, which satisfies the dynamo principle examined by GUBBINS (1971, 1972) . Then the heat emerging from the core need only be that generated within it by ohmic dissipation. The more conventional view is that the outer core, or a large part of it, is stirred, whether by precessional torques or convection, and that the temperature gradient is very close to adiabatic. Since the core is metallic it is a good thermal conductor and such a gradient necessitates maintenance of a large heat flux, even without connective heat transport; our estimate of this flux is 2.5 X 1012W. If the second view is accepted, we cannot reasonably suppose that the heat flux (at the present time) precisely matches what is required to support the adiabatic gradient (i.e. 2.5 X 1012W). Since the initial assumption is that it cannot be less than sufficient it must on this argument be more than sufficient, giving a surplus which is transported to the mantle convectively. This surplus heat, which may be up to 8 X 1012W, is available to drive the dynamo. A core heat flux amounting to more than 1013W, i.e. 30% of the total geothermal flux, appears improbable. If we suppose that the plausible range is 5 to 10 X 1012W, i.e. 2 to 4 times the estimated diffusive flux, then the overall efficiency of convection in providing power for the dynamo is in the range 4.5% to 7%, giving a power in the range 2 to 7 X 1011W. It is significant that this substantially exceeds the power available from precessional torques, estimated by STACEY (1973) to be 3 X 1010W but in any case not plausibly more than 1011W. Thus, regardless of the role of precession (which we certainly do not dismiss), convection is likely to be important as a power source.
The assumption of a distributed heat source leads directly to the conclusion that the outer core is divided into an outer, convecting region and an inner, stably stratified region. It is of interest to enquire whether the difference is seismologically discernible, although the calculations presented here suggest that the boundary may be quite close to the inner core, where there is in any case a well-recognised transition zone. An independent estimate of the depth of the boundary between convecting and stable regions would fix one of the uncertain parameters in the present calculations. It may not be necessary to observe a change as subtle as that resulting from the variation in temperature gradient, because lack of stirring in the lower region might allow chemical zoning, i. e. a variation of sulphur content of the kind postulated by VERHOOGEN (1973) .
